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Immersive citizens jk's skyrim

Below are 3 parts. The first section lists all plugins that are known to be incompatible with Immersive Citizens while the second section lists all plugins that are known to be compatible. The third section has been created to help you anticipate future mismatch and help you identify mods that are incompatible, but not listed as such. Incompatible plugins Whatever your load order,
the plugins listed here are partly or completely annoying to all or some of my AI (please read the FAQ for more details). All of these plugins have been checked and tested themselves and displayed in alphabetical order. Also note that it is not possible to design functional compatibility patches with TESVedit for the plugins listed here (please read the FAQ for more details).
Arthmoor's Skyrim Villages – All In One Adura's Merchant Mod – Player Shops (just a little incompatible; should be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Amazing Riverwood Starter Home Arcadias Mystical Cauldron Belethors Overrated Goods Berts Breezehome Remodel Better Cities Better Jorrvaskr Bigger Whiterun - Better Cities Whiterun Classic little
bridgeden in whiterun Dawn of Skyrim (Director's Cut version incompatible ; original version fully compatible) Dawnstar by Arthmoor Expanded Towns and Cities (ETaC) Friendlier Taverns Holds The City Overhaul (Full version) Immersive Settlements InnCredible JKs Cities - Lite (only slightly incompatible) JKs Lite Towns BETA Jk's Dawnstar Jk's Falkreath (just a little
incompatible) Jk's Rorikstead Jk's Skyrim JK's Whiterun (version 1.3 ; just a little incompatible) Nernies City and Village Expansion No Vendor Yells Northern Bathhouses Real Cities-White rigmor of Bruma (just a little incompatible) Riverwood reborn / Riverwood reborn 2 / Riverwood Redux Run for your life (version 2.1 or more) SkyFix - Riverwood Redeveloped Skyrim Better
Roads (only slightly incompatible) Skyrim Radioactive Skyrim Sewers ( should be positioned on top of Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) The Bosmeric Drunken Huntsman THE PEOPLE OF SKYRIM (Warning: author releases deliberately false compatibility patches) The Real Warmaidens The Scottish Bannered Mare The Useless Shop and Interior Overhaul Ultimate
Whiterun Unique Vampire Dens (only mildly incompatible; should be positioned on top of my plugin) Whiterun Expansion_ Alternative Entry Whiterun Outskirts Market 7K Better Whiterun – City Under Construction Note that the mod mismatch listed here can increase dramatically on any Immersive Citizens update. Compatible plugins All mods listed here are compatible. I want to
remind you of 3 important things: Some plugins listed here are not compatible with each other You should not stack plugins that modify the layout of the same city or village or you may interfere with navigation of NPCs and thus the AI used by NPCs. The order of fit between the mods listed here and the main plugin (Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) can be important. If it
matters, it has been defined. If the mod is listed here, it does not mean that it does not contain a small AI bug creating defects (NPC teleportation for example). Mods listed in alphabetical order: All Homes Remodeled Bathing Beauties or Beefcake – Luxury Suite Beautiful Whiterun Better Series – All in one Beginner's Shack – Starter home Breezehome by Elianora (must be
positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Breezehome FullyUpgradable (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Breezehome Renovation with Breezehome Bathroom TNF – Elianora Flavor (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) BreezehomeTNF – Hearthfire (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI
Overhaul.esp) Bris Home Build Your Own Home Cannabis Skyrim Civil War Repairs (must be positioned on top of my plugin) Convenient Bridges ALPHA Dawn of Skyrim Collection (compatible original version only, Cut director's version does not) Detailed Cities Dragon Falls Manor Draven Manor Dovahkiin Hideout (must be positioned above my plugin) Ebonvale Settlement
Enhanced Lighting for ENB (don't forget to install the compatibility patch provided) Elysium Estate Enhanced Skyrim Factions – The Companions Guild (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Enhanced Landscapes Embershard Cottage Fox Cafe_X (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Functional Homes Halla – Hidden
Hideout Whiterun Player Home from Skyrim Hidden Hideouts of Skyrim City Edition (must be positioned above my plugin) Hole in the Wall Series Honningbrew Village Hunters Cabin from Riverwood Hunters Treehouse Heljarchen Farm - Skyrim Special Edition Immersive College of Winterhold Immersive Content – Realistic Outdoor Lights (I recommand to position it above
Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Immersive Laundry NPC Interesting (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Jk's Riverwood (version 1.3a or more) Lakeview Extended – Hearthfire Leaf Rest Legendary Cities – Test Arena – Skyrim Frontier Fortress Magical College of Winterhold Millwater Retreat Moonpath to Elsweyr SSE More Tavern Idles
(recommended to position below Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp ) Open Cities Skyrim (Note: only compatible if you use the compatibility patch provided) Perfect Whiterun Project Hippie Provincial Courier Service (must be positioned under Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Rayeks End - Mini Hideout (must be positioned above my plugin) Realistic Room Rental
Enhanced ( Note: only compatible if you use the compatibility patch provided) Requiem (must be positioned top Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Relationship Relationships overhaul (recommended to position it under Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Riverside Lodge Riverwood Millhouse Routa - Stormcloak and Warrior cabins (must be positioned above Immersive
Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Shezrie's Old Hroldan Town Skyfall Estate - Buildable Edition (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Skyfall Estate - Multiple Adoption Friendly (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Skyrim Bridges (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) Skyrim Sewers 4.11 No Vanilla
Navmesh edits Shower at smelter inn for Riften and Solitude SOUTH DRAGON BRIDGE - Fight Against the Thalmor IV Thanes Breezehome (must be positioned above my plugin) The Pines of Whiterun Thornrock (must be positioned above my plugin) Towns and Villages Enhanced (full series compatible) Vampire Slavers Den - Adult Underground Bathhouse and Paradise Valley
White River Cottage WHITERUN GREENized 2 Alpha – Oasis of the North Whiterun Complete (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens – AI Overhaul.esp) Whiterun Mansion (must be positioned above Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) WhiterunTrees Tips This section has done to help you build your mod list and to anticipate future mismatch. Color-coded explanation:
Plugins that modify city, village, or residential environments in areas highlighted in green will always be compatible with any Immersive Citizen version. Plugins that modify city, village, or residential environments in gray highlighted areas are currently compatible with Immersive Residents, but may become incompatible in future versions of Immersive Citizens. Plugins that modify
city, village, residential or home environments (shops, jarl houses, etc.) in areas highlighted in orange can disrupt or disable AI added by Immersive Residents, depending on the changes they make. City: Dawntar | Falkreath | Markarth | Morthal | Raven Rock | Riften | Solitude | Whiterun | Windhelm | Winterhold City: Dragon Bridge | Ivarstead | Karthwasten | Riverwood |
Rorikstead | Shor Stone | Skaal Village Settlement: Dark Water Crossing | Honningbrew Meadery | Kolskeggr Mine | Kynesgrove | Left Hand Mine | Nightgate Inn | Old Hroldan Inn | Soljund Sinkhole | Stonehills | Tel Mithryn | Whistling Mines | Windhelm Pier Stronghold: Dushnikh Yal | Largashbur | Mor Khazgur | Narzulbur Farms and Mills: Anga Factory | Breeding Birth Battle |
Chillfurrow Farm | Half-Moon Factory | Heartwood Factory | Hlaalu Farm | Holly's ice farm | Katla Agriculture | Loreius Farm | Merryfair Farm | Mixwater Factory | Pelagia Farm | Salvius Farm | Sarethi Agriculture | Snow-Shod Farming | Solitude Saw Faction: Jorrvaskr | Winterhold College | Dark Brotherhood Sanctuary | Dawnguard | Khajiit Caravan Camp | Thieves Guild HQ |
Volkihar Volkihar Castle help you determine if the mod is incompatible, here are some tips for you: - Any mod that removes or moves or adds chairs, beds, tables, walls inside the Inn will not be compatible, even if the Inn is located in a highlighted area in gray. The mod just changed the Old Hroldan Inn and the Night Gate Inn is not worried and will therefore be compatible
whatever version of Immersive Citizens. - Any mod that removes or removes furniture, chairs, beds, tables, walls, bridges, archery targets or houses in areas highlighted in orange will not be compatible. - Any mod that only adds static objects or furniture in the highlighted area in orange may not be compatible. It depends how the mod has been designed and where static objects
and furniture have been placed. - If by using TESVedit, you notice that other plugins modify the same navmeshes, it is very likely that this plugin is not fully compatible. For reminders, Immersive Citizens changed navigation metrics for 3 reasons: To fix pathfinding issues. To allow NPCs to navigate around static objects and furniture added by Immersive Citizens. (exemple1;
exemple2) To give access to npcs to new locations. Note that the Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch is fully compatible with Immersive Citizens. Indeed, all navmeshes improvements made by the Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch have been integrated into my plugin and have been improved, however, due to the way TESVedit shows the data stored in navmesh entries,
it is impossible to know by using TESVedit. Some mods such as More Tavern Idles have applied modifications made by Immersive Citizens to navigation metrics and are thus compatible if you load them after Immersive Citizens. Regarding mods that transform Breezehome, Honeyside, Vlindrel, Hall Hjerim or Proudspire Manor, these mods typically change the navigation meshes
used outside these houses for no legitimate reason. This unnecessary modification to the navigation meshes has been created automatically by The Creation Kit (this is a bug). For now, these modifications are not recognized as ITM (More information about ITM here) by TESVedit while they should be recognized as such. Therefore, this mod is usually only compatible if you allow
Immersive Citizens to override unnecessary modifications (if presented) made on vanilla navmeshes by this plugin. For the record, Immersive Citizens does not change the navmehes used inside Breezehome, Honeyside, Vlindrel, Hall Hjerim and Proudspire Manor. Here are the general load order rules: The main plugin (Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul.esp) must be positioned
below any plugin edit Breezehome, Honeyside, Vlindrel, Hall Hjerim or Proudspire Manor. Patch compatibility for OCS (Immersive Citizens - OCS patch.esp) should be positioned near the bottom of your load order and in case of minor conflicts with plugin, it should always be a conflict winner. If you want to try using mods that change some navmeshes that are also modified by
Immersive Citizens, then the winner of the conflict should be the mod that changes the more navmeshes modified by both mods. Mods.
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